We present a uniform approach towards deriving upper bounds on the covering radius of a code as a function of its dual distance structure and its cardinality. We show that the bounds obtained previously by Delsarte, Helleseth et al.. TietGiinen, resp. Solt-and Stokes follow as special cases. Moreover, we obtain an asymptotic improvement of these bounds using Chebyshe\ 
Introduction
It is well-known (see, e.g., [4] ) that the covering radius of a code can be related to other code parameters. A classical example is Delsarte's bound [6] , which states that the covering radius of a code is at most the number of nonzero coefficients in the MacWilliams transform of its distance distribution. Helleseth et al. [l I] were the first to obtain an upper bound on the covering radius of a code in terms of its dual distance alone. Of a more recent date are upper bounds on the covering radius by TietGiinen [21] , in terms of the dual distance and the location of the zeros of Krawtchouk polynomials, and by SOIL ' and Stokes [19] , in terms of the dual distance structure and the code rate. These bounds, and related ones, were obtained using a variety of methods: combinatorial and probabilistic methods [ 1 I, 181, algebraic methods 16, 21, 221. and a combination of both algebraic and combinatorial methods [ 191. In this paper, we present a general framework for deriving upper bounds on the covering radius of a code in terms of its dual distance structure and its cardinality. We show that this approach allows for uniform and transparent proofs of the previously reported bounds by Delsarte, Helleseth et al., Tietavainen, and Sole-Stokes. Moreover, our method supplemented with the use of the extremal properties of Chebyshev polynomials in the spirit of [3] yields a new upper bound on the covering radius, which (partially) improves the asymptotic bounds obtained in [ 19, 211 . A companion paper [ 121 is devoted to the more elementary case of linear codes. Here we focus our attention on unrestricted codes. For very recent results in the same vein see [9, lo] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic coding theory and mention some simple results regarding Krawtchouk polynomials. In Section 3, we consider in greater detail relations between the weight distribution of a code and its MacWilliams transform and derive some technical results to facilitate the exposition in Section 4. In that section, we show how the relations between the weight distribution of a code and its MacWilliams transform can be used to obtain an upper bound on the covering radius. The method is based upon a variation of the linear programming approach. Using this method, we re-establish the best known upper bounds and a new upper bound, using Chebyshev polynomials.
We restrict ourselves to codes.
Preliminaries obtain binary
In this section, we review some results from coding theory and state several properties of Krawtchouk polynomials that will be used later on. We adopt the notations of [13] . The all-zero and all-one vectors are denoted by 0 and 1, respectively.
Krawtchouk polynomials
Here we mention several properties of Krawtchouk polynomials that will be used in the rest of the paper. For details we refer to [ 13, Section 1.21.
where zE Iw.
(1)
If the parameter n is clear from context, we simply write &(z) instead of &(z; n). Notice that Kk(n -z; n) = (-l)kKk(~; n).
We will also need certain orthogonality relations between the Krawtchouk polynomials and some information on the locations of the zeros of these polynomials.
The Krawtchouk polynomials satisfy the following relation:
It follows that the polynomials (&(z;n)}$=, form an orthogonal basis of the vector space of all polynomials in R[z] of degree at most n with inner product
In the rest of this paper we will make extensive use of this orthogonality relation. For later use we mention that a simple calculation shows that
The symmetry property for Krawtchouk polynomials yields that. apart from orthogonality relation (2). the Krawtchouk polynomials also satisfy another kind of orthogonality relation, viz. 
0
The polynomial &(z; n) has k distinct zeros, which lie in the interval (0.111 if /i <II.
If z(k,n) is the smallest zero of Kk(z; n) and k<n, then z(k,n -I)<z(k,n)<z(k -1,n -1).
In general, the exact location of the zeros of &(-?;n) is not known, but asymptotically it is known [14, p. 5631 that if O<r<;, ~P+x, and k/n-z, then z(k,n),'n + $ -v',m.
The Krawtchouk polynomials of degree up to two are &(z; n) = 1 without zeros;
Ki (z; n) = n -22 with zero in; K2(z: n) = 2z2 -2nz + (,") with zeros $(n & fi).
Basic concepts from coding theory
The set of all binary n-tuples forms a vector space denoted by Q. The Hamming 
Weight and distance distributions
In this section we consider relations between the weight and distance distribution of a code and their MacWilliams transforms. These relations will be used in Section 4 to obtain an upper bound on the covering radius.
Let V be a code of length n and let Ai be the number of codewords of weight i. The following lemma, apparently due to Delsarte [6] , shows that the weight distribution {Ai(X)}:,a f d o co e x+4k and its dual distribution, the sequence {B,(x)}~~~, can be related via a polynomial. The result turns out to be very powerful in our context.
Lemma 4 (Basic Lemma). Let % he a code oj' length n and let B(z):= c,"=* & Kj(Z; n) be a polynomial in R[z]. Then (1) C:=oAi(X)P(i)
= I%/ Cy=, @B,(X) for all X E Q, 
.i
From Eqs. (14), (15) and (17) we now obtain the following result:
It fOllOWS.
that Xi = 0. 0
The MacWilliams transform of the weight distribution of code x+% can be estimated via the dual distance distribution of code %. 
Upper bounds on the covering radius
Linear programming has proved to be a highly successml technique to obtain upper bounds on the size of error-correcting codes. In this section we use a variation of this linear programming approach to derive upper bounds on the covering radius of a code as a function of its dual distance structure and its cardinality. The main idea is to use Lemma 4, which shows that the weight distribution of a code and its dual distribution can be related via a polynomial. By a proper choice of this polynomial one obtains an upper bound on the covering radius of the code. We show that all results follow from one theorem (Theorem 9), thus offering a uniform approach.
Theorem 9 (Main Theorem). Let 59 he u code ~f'length n. Let /i(z) := cy_ o /I',K,(=; n) he m polynomiul in R[z]. For all x E EJj let
S(x) := c ,4,(X)/j(i).
(19) / -0
Suppose [j(z) 60 .ftir all integers in the interval (fI,n]. Then d(x,% ) < 0 in eu(h uf the fbllo~~~iny t)lw causes: 1. S(x)>O.

S(x) = 0 und p(z) bus at most L(d' -I)/21 integral zeros in the intrrwl (0. n]. [f' % is u self-co~~plementar~~ code (i.e. k? is intlariunt under-the tratwlution s ~--x + 1). then the hound on the cocerirq rudius remains calid if one rep1uw.r tiw construints on the intertlal (0, n) by constraints on the .mluller intrrwl (I). n -0)
Proof.
Let x E 5;. Remark 11. The theorem can also be formulated in terms of the Fourier transform of polynomial [j(z), but, for reasons of space, it is omitted.
I. If S(x)>O, then it follows from Eq. (19) that not all the numbers A,(x) with iSO can be zero, hence d(x, %)<O.
Let S(x) = 0 and suppose that d(x,% )>O. It follows from Eq. (19) that A,(x)/j (i)=O for all i>fI, i.e. /3(z) is zero on the set W(x):={ilA,(x)#O}. By Theorem 6 this set has cardinality iW(x)i >, [(d' -1);'2] + I and hence [I(Z) has more than [(d' -
As an application of this theorem, we derive a number of upper bounds on the covering radius of a code, including all best known bounds reported. We consider two cases separately, viz., the case where in Theorem 9 S(x) does not depend on the actual choice of vector x (Type I) and the general case (Type II).
Upper bounds: Type I
In this subsection, we re-establish the upper bounds on the covering radius obtained by Delsarte [6] , Helleseth et al. [I 11, and TietGiinen [21] . (2), we find that {/I'(Z), l))* = (P(Z), K~(z)j,~ = /j02". 1. Recall that z(t,n) stands for the smallest zero of K,(z) := K,(z; n). Let P(Z): = -K,'(z),:(z ~ z(t,n)). Since K,(z) has degree t and K,(z), '(z -z(t.17) ) is a polynomial of degree t -1, we find that
po2" Z{/,'(Z). I),, = -(K,(z),K,(z)'(z -z(t.~~))),~ =o
Notice that /J(z)<0 on (z(t,n) ,n] and has t -1 distinct zeros on this intervral. It follows that if % has dual distance d'>2t.
then /j(z) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 12 with 0 =z(t,r7).
Therefore code % has covering radius v<z(t.r7).
2. Let /~(z)=(z -~r)K:(z)/(z -z(t, 77 ~ 1)). Since K,(z) has degree t and /C,(Z) (Z ~ Z( t, 17 --1)) is a polynomial of degree t -I. we find that = -n(K,(z; n -I ) . K,(z; II -1 )/(c -z(t, /I -I ))),, , = 0
Here we used Eq. (4). Notice that /I(Z) 60 on (z(t,r7 -I ).~7] and has t distinct zeros on this interval. It follows, that if 95 has dual distance d'>2t + I, then /i(z) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 12 with 0 = Z( t, 17 -1 ). Therefore, code '6 has covering radius r <z(t, n -1). 0
Notice that the upper bounds on the covering radius can only be attained if all the zeros of the Krawtchouk polynomial K,(z) 
Let b(z) = C piKi(z; n) and let y(z) = C yjKj(z; n) be the Fourier transform of p(z). If we choose y(z)= cr(z), then y(z) has degree s', r(j) = 0 for all j ED', and y(O)=2"'/%?~-'. By Lemma 1 we now have P~=j??-'>O, pi=0 for all LED', and p(s' + 1) = . = /l(n) = 0. It follows that b(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12 with 0 =s'. Therefore, code 9 has covering radius at most s'. 0
Upper bounds: Type II
In this subsection, we investigate general criteria under which Theorem 9 can be applied. As an application, we derive the upper bound on the covering radius originally obtained by Sole and Stokes [ 191. Moreover, we obtain an absolute and asymptotic improvement of their result, using Chebyshev polynomials. We claim that in each of the two cases considered in the theorem we have S(X) > 0. If so, then the result follows from Theorem 9, after application of the Fourier transform (Lemma 1). To prove this claim, observe that quantity S(X) can be bounded from below as follows:
We have 
